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QUESTION 1

You are reconciling your subledger balances and you need a report that includes beginning and ending account
balances and all transactions that constitute the account\\'s activities. 

What type of report will provide this type of information? 

A. Aging Reports 

B. Journals Reports 

C. Account Analysis Reports 

D. Journals Day Book Report 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

While creating a Journal Entry Rule Set, you are not able to use an Account Rule recently created. 

Which two options explain that? (Choose two.) 

A. The Account Rule\\'s conditions are not defined 

B. The Account Rule\\'s chart of accounts has no account values assigned 

C. The Account Rule is using sources assigned to different event classes from that of the associated Journal Entry Rule
Set 

D. The Account Rule is defined with a different chart of accounts from the Journal Entry Rule Set 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

What are the three differences between Oracle Transactional Business Intelligence (OTBI) and Oracle Business
Intelligence Applications (OBIA)? (Choose three.) 

A. Both OBIA and OTBI provide a set of predefined reports and dashboards and a library of metrics that help to
measure business performance 

B. OTBI allows you to create user-defined reports from real-time transactional data against the database directly 

C. OBIA is based on the universal data warehouse design with different prebuilt adapters that can connect to various
source applications 

D. Cloud customers can use both OTBI and OBIA 

E. OBIA works for multiple sources including E-Business Suite, PeopleSoft, JD Edwards, SAP, and Cloud Applications 
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Correct Answer: BCE 

Reference: https://blogs.oracle.com/prajkumar/otbi-vs-obia-v2 

 

QUESTION 4

Your customer has enabled budgetary control for purchase orders. They have a purchase order for $1,000 USD which
is fully reserved. An invoice for $600 is entered and matched to the purchase order, and the purchase order is closed for
further invoicing. 

What happens to the remaining $400 USD? 

A. Only obligation type will have $400 USD funds available 

B. Manual encumbrance journal needs to be entered in General Ledger to release the budget amount of $400 USD 

C. $400 USD will be added back to available funds 

D. Invoice type will have less funds available by $400 USD 

E. $400 USD will be expired and not available for use 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Most of the accounting entries for transactions from your source system use TRANSACTION_AMOUNT as a source of
the entered amount accounting attribute. For some events, you need to use TAX_AMOUNT as the source. 

At what level can you override the default accounting attribute assignment? 

A. Event Type 

B. Journal Line Rule 

C. Journal Entry 

D. Event Class 

E. Journal Entry Rule Set 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29597_01/fusionapps.1111/e20375/F644879AN5F469.htm 

 

QUESTION 6

You have exported data from your budgeting application into a .csv file. 

What should you use to load that data into General Ledger? 
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A. The budget journal spreadsheet 

B. Enterprise Resource Budget Integrator 

C. File Based Data Import 

D. Application Developer Framework Desktop Integrator 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/financials/20b/faigl/budgets.html#FAIGL817044 

 

QUESTION 7

Your customer wants to create fully balanced balance sheets for the Company, Line of Business, and Product segments
for both financial and management reporting. 

What is Oracle\\'s recommended method for doing this? 

A. Create three segments for the Company, Line of Business, and Product segments and qualify them as primary
balancing segment, second, and third balancing segments, respectively 

B. Use account hierarchies to create different hierarchies for different purposes and use those hierarchies for reporting 

C. Create a segment that acts as the primary balancing segment and create values that represent a concatenation of all
three business dimensions 

D. Create two segments where the first segment represents the concatenation of Company and Line of Business, and
then enable secondary tracking for the Product segment 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Your company has a legal entity in the UK, US, and Canada. They can all share the same chart of accounts but are
required to transact and report in their local currency. 

What is the minimum number of ledgers you need and why? 

A. One, because they can all share the same chart of accounts 

B. Three, because each requires a different currency 

C. Two, because the US and Canada can share the same ledger because they are in North America 

D. Four, because the UK has statutory requirements and you will need a separate ledger for statutory reporting 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E18727_01/doc.121/e13425/T348488T348492.htm 
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QUESTION 9

You need to define a chart of accounts that includes an intercompany segment. Your customer plans to use segment
value security rules for the Company segment. 

What is Oracle\\'s recommended method to define this chart of accounts? 

A. Define the company segment only and qualify it as both the primary balancing segment and intercompany segment. 

B. Use two different value sets for the company and intercompany segment because segment value security rules are at
the value set level. 

C. Share the same value set for the company and intercompany segments to reduce chart of accounts maintenance. 

D. Define two different charts of accounts 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Your company has complex consolidation requirements with multiple general ledger instances. You are using Oracle
Hyperion Financial Management to consolidate the disparate General Ledgers. You can typically map segments
between your general ledger segment to a Hyperion Financial Management segment, such as Company to Entity,
Department to Department, and Account to Account. 

What happens to segments in your source general ledger, such as Program, that cannot be mapped to Hyperion
Financial Management? 

A. Data is summarized across segments that are not mapped to Hyperion Financial Management 

B. Errors occur for unmapped segments. You must map multiple segments from source general ledgers to the target
segment in Hyperion Financial Management 

C. No data is transferred 

D. The unmapped segments default to future use segments in Hyperion Financial Management 

Correct Answer: B 
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